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Project - Social cohesion - give a
hand to become a friend

EARLY SCHOOL LEAVING

Leaving school early is associated with unemployment, 

social exclusion, poverty and health problems. There are 

many reasons why some young people give up education and 

training prematurely: personal or family problems, learning 

difficulties or a difficult socioeconomic situation. The 

organization of the educational system, the atmosphere in 

the school and the relationship between teachers and 

students are also important factors.

Since the reasons why young people do not complete 

secondary education are often complex and interrelated, 

policies to reduce early school leaving must cover a range 

of issues and include education and social policy, youth 

work and health-related aspects.
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EARLY SCHOOL LEAVING

SUGESTIONS FOR STUDENTS

Filip, Ogulin, Croatia
Students keep going, dont fail school!

Viltė-lithuania
Hi  I don't think it's good idea that student's should leave school
Early because They could have better job or something like that.

Nojus

I dont think students shouldn't leave school early because it can
lead to you getting a bad paying job or you become a youtuber

Entonis Lithuania
Students shouldn't leave school because they would be a
disappointment for the family and only could make minimum
wage

Gunaras

Students should not leave early because they might get a 

bad job.

Matas - Lithuania
I think students shouldn't leave school early because leaving
school early could get you a worse job payment.

Marija
I believe that students should study more.

Iris, Ogulin, Croatia
I believe that one should not leave school early because
education is essential for further advancement in life. 

auguste - lithuania
tips for students - if you leave school early don't expect to
become somebody rich and successful!! poor education doesn't
get anyone anywhere.Vast majority of people leave school
thinking they can just invest get rich overnight and never lift a
�nger again, but that's far from the truth!
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Ivan
My suggestions for students, is that they don't drop out of
school because they wont be able to �nd a job.

Lana
I believe that we should study everyday so that it would be
easier for us, but that we see education as a lesson that teaches
us life.

Antonija

I believe that it is better to finish a little more from 

school than the basic part.

Tena
No matter what problems you have and no matter how hard it is,
dropping out of school should never be an option. School is very
important and your future depends on your education.

Lara Cindrić
In order for students not to drop out, i would recommend that
they enroll in something that interests them.

Lara Šegan

Students should not be afraid of learning, they should 

organize themselves better and find a way that suits them 

for easier mastering of the material.

Lorena

students should not leave school early because they might 

have more experience with school and might have a better 

rest of the year.

Samanta
Students should be more motivated by their teachers and they
should try working more harder for their studies.

Jelena Salopek, Ogulin, Croatia

There will always be hard times but they will not last forever
Keep going and dont lose motivation because it will get better

Tea
Recommendation to students not to drop out of school because
there is a need in the future and to try at least to get a D grade
to pass and to have something later to be able to build their
career and life

Antonela Glogovski

I think that students should not leave school because they 

will not be able to find a job

Ivana T.
Better success in life.

Marija J
With school it is easier to get a job.

Borna Marković
In order for students to not leave school they would need to
chose something they relly want and enjoy.

Anamaria J
When they �nish high school, they will have better success in
life

Ana B.
My suggestions for students are to not drop out of school
because it will be a lot harder to apply for a job.

Lucija
Students should be educated to make life easier for themselves
in the future

Franka
Motivate them and help them master the material.

Maja
My proposal for students is that students should not leave
school because they need school for further life, i.e. to look for a



job, college, etc.

Ana
I believe that students shouldn’t leave school because education
is important.

Filip

Because school is important

Nika
Don't abandon your friends and environment.

Lorena
My suggestions for a students its to not skip school because it
will be just harder for them

Tea

Because school is important for life and lifelong learning.

Mineja
My advice to students is not to leave school because with
knowledge they can achieve a lot in life.

Josip
Do not drop out of school because school is an important part of
your education

Karla Paušić
Don't drop out of school because it's important to be educated.

Petra
Not leave school because by going to school we are educatedand
bulidour future.

Rea
In order for students not to drop out, i would recommend that
they enroll in something that interests them.

Ines

Students should not run away from school because education 

is very important.

Iva
We should never leave school because it is important for our
further development if we want to achieve something in life. 

Rokas
Education is important. When you graduate school you can get a
good job.

Tėja
Stay in school!! It might be hard but when you will grow up you
will have better job and life

Miglė Lithuania
Learning in school prepeare you for life and gives chance to now
something new

Milda
Hello, it’s nice to share my opinion with you. I think that if you
go to school longer you’ll receive better results in the future
with your future job.

Dominykas
It’s hard for drop-outs to succeed

Ema
I bielieve that it's better to �nish school. If you fell like dropping
out just enroll in something your're interested in .

Remigijus

In my opinion, you shouldn't finish school early because 

you can learn a lot of thinks.

Smiltė
Students should study not for grade but for their selfs and their
future



Gabrielė
I'm from Lithuania. Don't leave school early because you have to
study for being on your own when you get older. If you done
school with great grades you can be very famous and work very
good job.�

Darija
Finishing school and pursuing higher education, like university,
instead of leaving early can be extremely helpful for your future.

Milda
Hello, it’s nice to share my opnion with you. I think that learning
longer will make students recieve better results in the future.

Ilanta & Melita (�)
I think students should not leave school early because when they
will be older it will be harder to �nd a job.

Šimun
Stay in school, dont be a failure.

Karlo
School is power, so continue your education

Nika

Students should not leave school to find a better job as 

easily as possible

Luka

It is important to finish school because we will have more 

opportunities in jobs after it

Dragana Šegan
I believe that school is very important in our life and that it
teaches us some future tests that we may have throughout our
lives. That's why I believe that you should attend school and
accept all challenges because it will help us through further
education.

Nenad, Croatia

School is necessary for jobs with good salaries

Patricia
Students should not leave school to �nd a job and learn more.

Ena, Croatia
We need school for further life.

Ivana, Croatia
You should keep studying hard and doing all your assigments on
time so you can have a nice job in the future.

Barbara, Ogulin
It's important to do not leave the school becouse the period of
you beeing in school is probably the most beautiful time of your
childhood. 

Jelena
Stay and �nish school you will need it later

Ella
If you leave school early, don’t expect to quickly get a job or be
successful because with less education you won’t be able to
afford a job.

Petra
Education and school are important for life.

Ivana, Ogulin

students should not drop out of school so they can have a better
job for the future

Antonela

They should not miss school so that they can have a better 

job later.

Ema Leoni



Learning strengthens self-con�dence and contributes to
character development

Marina
We develop communication skills and contribute to the
ful�llment of our further goals.

Ana
Student should not quit school beacuse education is important.

Justas - Lithuania

Students should not leave school to find a better job.

Meda/Lithuania
we all have to have a good education for us to be successful later
on in life

Kornelija/Lithuania
I think we need to study more

Martynas/Lithuania
Don't leave school early because you have to study for being on
your own when you get older. If you done school with great
grades you can be very famous and work very good job.

Titas - Lithuania
Work hard, get better results.

Vakaris-Lithuania
They should work harder and get medium grade.

Adomas - Lithuania
I suggest paying attention in class to learn everything and not
miss out.

Migle-Lithuania
Don't do homework or projects on the last minute! Do little by
litttle, not to overwork yourself. :)

Kasparas/Lithuania
My suggestion for student is that if they will drop off school,
then for student who drop off school will be very hard in the
future to �nd a great job.

Nojus - Lithuania
Students need to study harder. They need to motivate
themselves.

Kamilė/Lithuania
Not only will kids learn new subjects but they also learn new
skills, these things would help you out later in life.

Urtė- Lithuania
Children should go to school because their future depends on
them and the better they learn the better life is guatanteed.

Matas/Lithuanian
School is very important and your future depends on your
education.

Tėja-Lithuania
After �nishing school,you will be able to gain more knowledge
and choose your desired studies or job in the future.

Simona/Lithuania
If students leave school early they won't get good job.

Andželika/Lithuania
A student needs education because it can help him achieve his
goals in life.

Andrius - Lithuania
It's worth staying at school because you get a good job in the
future

Martyna - Lithuania
Students should go to school to get an education and be able to
do a normal job. If you leave school early you will not get a good
job.



Greta- Lithuania
In my opinion, students should go to school, because their
future and life achievements depends on it.

Martyna-Lithuania
You really should stay in school. You'll learn essential things that
will be important in your future. It'll be way easier to get a job.
Education is important.

Atėnė, Lithuania
I suggest thinking about your future and the education you
might have for free in universities if you try your best!
Education is important.

Ieva/Lithuania
Students should go to school to pursue a career. If you graduate
school early, it will be dif�cult to �nd a good job.

Aivaras - Lithuania
Students shouldn't leave school cause it's important

Gediminas - Lithuania
Students should never drop out early because they need a good
future

Jonė-Lithuania
I don't think students should leave school early. Education is
very important to us and our future. If students leave, they won't
be able to get their dream job.

Aronas lithuania
do all homework

Barbora/Lithuania
School is necessary for your future. Do your homework, study
more, make it fun;)

Rokas - Lithuania
I think that students should stay in school and get a degree for a
job they like

Egita-Lithuania

I don't think students should leave early,because school and
their knowledge will create their future.

Mėja - Lithuania
I think students should try and get through the years even if it
might be hard and stressful. Better education can also help you
later in life, like when getting a job.

Ieva-Lithuania
In my opinion students should take school more seriously then
they do, the information the school give us isnt for nothing its
something we will need in the future.

Ugnė Lithuania
A student must study for himself and his future :)

Evita - Lithuania
I think students should keep going, study more and focus more,
even if it might be hard!

Gintautė - Lithuania
In my opinion, I don’t think leaving school early is the best idea. I
think that students should try their best to focus on their studies
as best as they can and that they shouldn’t put too much
pressure on themselves. They should also enjoy a bit of some
free time!

Gediminas - Lithuania
Teachers should make their lessons fun

Augustas - Lithuania
In my personal opinion students should �nish school no matter
what even if its hard. You need the degree for you future and
your family.

Kamilė - Lithuania
Hi, I think that students should go to school and don’t skip their
lessons, because school is important for your future.

Aironas/Lithuania
Students have to learning teachers.

Sonata Lithuania



Hi, I think students  should go to school because it's important,
you learn a lot of things. And when you  have a good grades you
can have a good work in futures and live like you want.

Evelina - Lithuania

I think a student should study for his better future.

Ugnė - Lithuania
I don't think students should leave school early, they should
concentrate more on school.

Atene, Lithuania
they shouldn't leave school early because we can learn more.

Karolis - Lithuania
Don’t ever give up studying even if some days are very hard. You
can do it!

Evelina, Lithuania

Teachers have to motivate, help and teach students 

according to their abilities

Joris - Lithuania
I think students should end twelve grades for a better future

Liepa - Lithuania
For students to not drop out of school because they think that
school is boring they have to �nd a subject that they are
interested in and focus on that.

Matas/Lithuania
Students should be going to school to get educated and get a
good job

SUGESTIONS FOR TEACHERS

Marija
I believe that professors should be less rigid.

Iris, Ogulin, Croatia
More projects and internet content. 

Ivan
My suggestion for teachers is that they ask students if they are
thinking about dropping out and if they are they should try their
best to talk them out of it.

auguste - lithuania
tips for teachers - a lot of students' grades and skills depend on
if the teacher is decent. Please don't overwork them and when
they ask help, just help. Don't tell them that they studied this or
that they should remember cause most of the time - we don't!

Lana
I think that they should make a more interesting lecture and try
to connect the units with real life as much as possible.

Filip
Keep teaching your students with passion.

Antonija

I think that if professors held more presentations for some
faculties, some students would be interested.

Lara Cindrić
Professors should introduce interactive tasks and lectures to
keep students' attention.

Lara Šegan

Professors should enable students to learn more easily, 

schedule exams and orals better, evaluate students through 

interesting projects, learn based on experience.

Tena
Teachers should pay more attention to students who plan to
drop out of school and try to dissuade them. Give them clear
counter-arguments and show them how important school is.
They could also offer some conversation or help if it is related to
the student's family.

Lorena, Ogulin, Croatia



perhaps the professors should have more interesting classes 

and should have fewer candidates who like more and value 

everyone equally.

Tea
more fun content, less pressure on students and more friendly
relationship

Samanta
Teachers should encourage students more and motivate them
more.

Marija J
Keep teaching your students with passion.

Dont be hard on your students 
You dont know what they go thru in that moment and your
words may affect them 
Give them advice, forgive them and care about them like your
own children

Anamaria J
Less pressure on students and teachers should motivate
students more

Antonela Glogovski

I think professors should be friendly to students

Borna Marković
More fun content, less preassure.

Ivana T.
Teachers need to pay more attention to whether students have
understand the material or whether it is dif�cult for them.

Lucija
Teachers should talk to students and encourage them not to give
up on themselves

Ana B.

Teachers should be more motivated to encourage students, give
more creative tasks to do which can be rewarded or tasks for
better understanding of the such area of knowledge.

Franka
Make the content interesting to them.

Maja
Teachers should make the program easier for children and make
it more interesting so that students do not drop out of school.

Ana, Ogulin, Croatia
My suggestion for teachers is that they encourage students in
studying and help them to accomplish their goals.

Filip

To make classes more interesting

Lorena
Profesors should make more interesting classes

Tea

To make classes more interesting and fun.

Mineja
Let them make learning more interesting.

Rea
Teachers should talk to students and encourage them not to give
up on themselves

Nika
To motivate them!

Josip
Be interesting and teach interesting content to children



Karla Paušić
Professors should motivate and advise them about the
importance of school

Petra
Student motivation is key here.

Iva
Professors should be interesting and motivate children to
continue their education and that it will help them in the future. 

Ines
Students probably wouldn't run away from school if the classes
were more interesting.

Benas
student motivation is key.

Ema
If you want that your students would learn anything just try to
make your lessons more interesting.

Gabrielė
I'm from Lithuania. And i think less homeworks �

Darija
I believe that more teachers should interact with their students
in a positive manner and along with studies, should try to get to
know their students better.
It's important for professors and teachers to help their students
feel like they can easily ask them a question or ask for help when
they need it.

Melita & Ilanta (�)
Teachers should not push students too hard cause it can effect
their learning in a negative way.

Šimun
Know your students and change your approach accordingly.

Karlo
Give students more fun content and games

Nika

Teachers should answer students in some way

Luka, Ogulin, Croatia

have a way of working that will be good for everyone!

Nenad, Ogulin, Croatia
Professors should be more open about student's answers, they
shouldn't force kids to learn whole book, word for word by heart.

Barbara
Give students more advices for successful learning and make it
simplier.

Patricia
Teachers should motivate students

Jelena

less pressure and more motivation to study

Ivana, Croatia
Teachers could be more understanding sometimes, and they
should make their lessons more fun.

Dragana Šegan
Teachers should explain the material in more detail through
some quizzes or presentations that the students would make.
Because the easiest way to explain the material to children is
through various games and works, because then they learn and
remember best, but in an easier way.

Ena
They should motivate and advise them

Ella



Teachers should explain with patience and in a ef�cient way so
that students can understand the lesson.

Petra
Teachers should motivate students.

Ema Leoni
Adapting to students' abilities and motivating them as much as
possible for further work and increasing ambitions

Antonela
To motivate and in�uence students in an interesting way with
their work.

Ivana, Ogulin 
motivate students with their work

Ana
less pressure on students

Marina
More understanding for students and motivation for further
education.

Meda/Lithuania
Teachers have to make some lessons more fun to motivate kids
going to school.

Kornelija/Lithuania
need to make lessons more fun .

Migle-Lithuania
The teachers should help students, don't overwork them since
the students have multiple subjects. The teachers should explain
the subjects so that the students are interested and more
creative projects.

Justas - Lithuania
Student motivation.

Martynas/ Lithuania
Teachers should motivate students

Adomas - Lithuania
We need more group projects, games, and visual lessons.

Nojus - Lithuania
The teachers need to make work more fun not more stressful.
Less homework because i think homework gives students stress
ant they give up on studying.

Vakaris-Lithuania
Teachers should give students a little less homework so they
don't have alot of stress.

Kamilė/Lithuania
I think teachers should give more group project assigments, give
us full lessons to complete a test and go over the exact topics
that are going to be on tests.

Titas - Lithuania
Teachers need to motivate kids, so they get better results.

Andrius - Lithuania
Teachers should motivate children with interesting tasks.

Kasparas/Lithuania
My suggestion for teachers - more fun and interesting lessons.
More creative tasks to do. Teachers must have at least some
understanding of modern teenage fashion and trends, then there
will be no misunderstandings between the student and the
teacher.

Simona/Lithuania
Teachers should make classes more interesting and keep
motivation.

Martyna - Lithuania
Teachers should motivate students, maybe even come up with
interesting games as a lesson topic.

Andželika/Lithuania
Teachers should include games to make students want to learn
more.

Tėja-Lithuania



Teachers should assign less homework as well as motivate
students.

Urtė - Lithuania
I think that teachers should make lessons more interesting and
connect them with real life.

Martyna-Lithuania
Make your classes more interesting. More projects that won't be
stressful, but fun. Be interesting and always motivate your
students.

Ieva/Lithuania
Teachers should motivate students and help them with their
studies.

Atėnė, Lithuania
My suggestions for the teachers is to try making more projects
for the students so the "homework" we have could be an
interesting, simple, practise to learn in a fun way and not alone. 

Greta- Lithuania
Teachers should know how to guide children in the right
direction, keep them motivated and should remain strong
psychologically if children do not listen

Aivaras - Lithuania
Teachers should care more about their job.

Jonė-Lithuania
I think teachers should make classes more fun. They could go to
more school trips and give less school work.

Aronas Lithuania
Less test and homeworks

Rokas - Lithuania
Teachers should take students on more trips and keep them
interested

Ieva-Lithuania

In my opinion i dont think that teachers should give alot of home
work because of all the stress they put on us.

Barbora/Lithuania
Be kind and motivating, our desire to learn depends on the
mood of teachers

Ugnė Lithuania
Teachers have more to motivate children, praise them, help
them and take into account the student's talents

Egita-Lithuania
Teachers should make lessons more fun and motivate the
students so they wouldn't give up.

Evita - Lithuania
Teachers should teach in a more interesting way and mabey take
students on more trips.

Mėja - Lithuania
Teacher should mabey take students on more small trips or have
fun and interactive lesson. I think that would help students focus
more while having fun.

Augustas - Lithuania
Teachers need to make the lessons more fun its very boring in
class.

Kamilė - Lithuania
I would like to see more new and interesting work in lessons like
working with computers or something similar.

Sonata Lithuania
I think we would have o more interesting lessons not like usual.
Do more work with group  with friends or something.

Joris - Lithuania
Teachers should make lessons more fun.

Karolis - Lithuania
I think teachers sometimes could make the lessons easier to
understand



Matas/Lithuania
Teachers should do more fun activities

Ugnė - Lithuania
Teachers should make more fun and interesting lessons.

Liepa - Lithuania
Teachers should be more supportive, make lessons more
interesting and teach their students with passion.

Gintautė - Lithuania
Teachers shouldn’t put students under pressure, it could lead to
heavy stress. I recommend trying their best to help the students
to understand a subject as much as possible.

SUGESTIONS FOR SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATION

Marija, Ogulin, Croatia
I think the school administration is good, but they could have
more different activities to do.

Filip
Keep going beacuse you are also part of the team.

Evelina, Lithuania

The school should have non-traditional education classes 

and a cozy environment. 

Ivan
Administrators of school should try to give students various
options so they dont drop out.

auguste - lithuania
for administration - try making more fun events that can help
students develop creative and group work skills. it doesn't
necessarily need to be suuuper fancy or expensive, but atleast a
day or two of different type of lessons would be great!

Iris, Ogulin, Croatia
I suggest more communication with students. 

Lana
I believe that they should make classes that will include a lecture
on how important education is for us young people.

Lara Cindrić
The administration should be more involved in student activities
and their opinions.

Antonija

Think that they could give incentives and some ideas to 

professors to convey quality information to students for 

college.

Tena
The administration should also pay more attention to this
problem and try to prevent departures.

Lara Šegan

They should organize presentations that would study the 

state of learning and the relationship between professors 

and students.

Tea
more communication with students and more stimulating,
interesting and accessible content

Lorena

maybe they should deal more with the students and have more 

interesting tips and some lessons for the students to 

follow.

Anamaria J
More communication with students

Care about your students dont punish them 
Also be more understandable and caring because you are also
big part of that

Marija J, Ogulin, Croatia
more communication and understanding



Samanta
I suggest them to listen to what students who are going to drop
out have to say and try understanding them a bit more and
encourage them to stay.

Antonela Glogovski
I sugest more communication with students and have a more
interesting lessons in class

Borna Marković
Taking more care of their students and be more understandable.

Ivana T.
They should communicate more with students.

Ana B.
More understanding, communication and problem solving.

Lucija
They should talk more with the students and encourage them in
their work

Franka
Make stay in pleasant schools.

Maja
I think the rest of the staff should communicate more with the
students and "shorten" their day.

Ana
They should communicate with the students more and
encourage them into studying.

Filip

More advocacy for students

Tea

More communication with students

Rea
I suggest more communication with students. 

Josip
Be communicative and kind to children. Take care of their health
and hygiene.

Nika
They communicate more and help.

Lorena
School administrations should make classes last shorter and
breaks longer

Petra
Students feel more comfortable at school.

Mineja
More communication between students and school
administration.

Iva
School administration should be kind and helpful to students.

Karla Paušić
you need to �nd your interest in school

Ines
They should make staying in schools more pleasant.

I think you should care more about your
students and not only their grades and you
should try to not punish them so hard if they
did anything wrong just try talking to them
nicely.

Gabrielė
I'm from Lithuania. And i think more comunication with studens
�



Šimun
Make school a more fun place to be, go on trips etc.

Nika
More advoacy

Karlo Ogulin, Croatia
Help the students because you are also a part of education

Luka, Ogulin, Croatia

have more school hours in nature.

Nenad, Ogulin, Croatia
Administration should organize more events and some small
tournaments for students in different skills

Patricia
They need to communicate and help students

Barbara
Learn about student's problems in their lives out of school, help
them with their mental health, stress and other serious
problems important for success in school.

Jelena

I suggest more communication and understanding with 

students 

Ivana, Croatia
Organise more school trips and keep the school tidy.

Ena
They should help students with their problems and talk to them.

Dragana Šegan
Perhaps in the school year, the children are offered some trips
that can be useful for the culture and language that the children
know, and to supplement that knowledge with additional

information. And that they may not be stressed with some terms
such as negative evaluations, which most of them are aware of,
but that they themselves, without pressure, make a plan for
correcting negative evaluations.

Ella
I believe they should have more communication with students,
help them if they have a problem in school or even outside of
school and make the school more comforting.

Antonela
Schools should have more modern content.

Petra
They should help and talk to the students.

Ana
more communication with students

Ema Leoni
More communication with students to improve interest in work
and various projects, and to attract the attention of other
students who intend to attend that school.

Marina
Presentations and education for students and teachers and more
fun activities to attract students' attention.

Meda/Lithuania
They should pay more attention to what kids want and ask for.

Kornelija/Lithuanian
need to talk to students more

Justas - Lithuania
More communication with students.

Martynas/Lithuania



They need to communicate and help students

Migle-Lithuania
They should interact with students more so that students feel
welcomed and appreciated in school.

Nojus - Lithuania
They should make the students more comfortable with tasks.
Talk to them and help them understand the tasks.

Titas - Lithuania
More interesting events.

Vakaris-Lithuania
I think the school Administration is good but there is not alot of
activities.

Adomas - Lithuania
They should make the free time longer and host more school
events.

Andrius - Lithuania
More interesting tasks and more communication with the child.

Tėja-Lithuania
I think there should be shorter lessons,so that they start later
and so that students can choose between more foreign
languages.

Martyna - Lithuania
They should come up with more interesting activities and more
comunication with students.

Kasparas/Lithuania
The school administration must consider the wishes of the
students. They have to think about the future of the school . The
school administration have to renew, modernize the schools
then the students will be more willing to go to school.

Urtė - Lithuania

There could be some seminars so that children understand how
important what is really important to study and there could be
more different activities.

Martyna - Lithuania
Make students feel more comfortable in school, speak with
them, more trips to various places.

Kamile/Lithuania
I think classes should be a bit shorter, they could also start a bit
later aswell. Students should be able to organize their own
activities and not participate if chosen not so. I also think
students should have a choice whenever they want to study
forgrin langauges or not.

Ieva/Lithuania
They should come up with more interesting activities for
students.

Simona/Lithuania
They shoud make more interesting tasks, and less homework.

Andželika/Lithuania
School administration should host more events.

Atėnė, Lithuania
I suggest for the school administration making more events so
that would not only be a fun day without classes of books but
educated as well.

Aivaras - Lithuania
Administration should host lectures why education is important.

Rokas - Lithuania
The school administration should make more events in school

Aironas/Lithuania
School administration have to do more events and .

Ieva-Lithuania
The school administor is perfectly �ne for now.



Ugnė Lithuania
The school administration must organize more non-traditional
education and provide a fun environment in the school

Jonė-Lithuania
The administration should make more fun events.

Mėja - Lithuania
The school administration should organize more fun and
interactive events more often, since we dont get a lot of them
through the year. Mabey inviting some professors to give short
lectures or having a full interactive day like the economics day.

Barbora/Lithuania
Do more projects, various activities, reduce stress and hard
pressure.

Aronas Lithuania
Do shorter lessons

Egita-Lithuania
The administration should do more fun activities for the
students. 

Evita-Lithuania
The school adminstration should more fun events and more
school trips.

Augustas - Lithuania
The administration puts alot on the students back they need to
relax because they are very tired.

Gintautė - Lithuania
The school administration is completely �ne, but they should
add a lot more fun activities and events to keep the students’
mind creative!

Joris - Lithuania
Administration should make school more modern.

Karolis - Lithuania
Administration could make more activities after school

Sonata Lithuania
I think they help students more with works and with students
psychologic

Kamilė - Lithuania
I think that school administrators should put less pressure for
students because sometimes it’s really hard

Ugnė - Lithuania
They should make studying in school more interesting and fun.

Liepa - Lithuania
The school administration should not be so strict.

※※※※※※


